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Abstract— This paper presents a new method of adapting
body biasing on a chip during post-fabrication testing in order
to mitigate the effects of process variations. Individual well
biasing voltages can be changed to be connected either to a
chip wide well bias or to a different bias voltage through a
self-regulating mechanism, allowing biasing voltage adjustments
on a per well basis. The scheme requires only one bias voltage
distribution network, but allows for back biasing adjustments
to more effectively mitigate die-to-die and within-die process
variations. The biasing setting for each well is determined using
a modified genetic algorithm. Our experimental results show that
binning yields as low as 17% can be improved to greater than
90% after using the proposed IWABB method.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As modern CMOS technology is scaled down, the effects
of die-to-die and within-die variations are becoming worse.
Process variations can be categorized into four tiers, lot-to-lot
variations, wafer-to-wafer variations, die-to-die variations, and
within-die variations [1], [2]. For higher performance VLSI
chips, die-to-die and within-die variations have a significant
impact on their performance and power consumption [3], [4],
[5]. Even though significant advances have been made to
reduce process variations, silicon manufacturers have not been
able to keep up with technology scaling. An existing statistical
model [3], assuming a 3σ channel length deviation of 20% for
the 50-nm technology generation, indicates that essentially a
generation of performance gain can be lost due to systematic
within-die fluctuations.

Small variations in spatial dimensions are becoming large
relative to the critical dimensions in manufacturing processes.
These large relative variations cause wide distributions of
circuit operating frequencies and power dissipation. The dis-
tributions in frequency and power determine the percentage
of circuits/chips which meet both a minimum frequency,ft,
and the power dissipation constraint,Pt. Given a fixed set of
constraints, wider distributions make for lower binning yields
after production.

Attempts have been made to adjust nfet and pfet body biases
to affect the operating frequency and power consumption,
thus, to improve product binning. The idea of adaptive body
bias (ABB) was discussed in 1995 in [6] by Wann et. al.
to reduce the transistor threshold voltage to retain the device
performance. This technique was further explored by Kuroda
[7] in the design of a DSP processor. Miyazaki [8], [9]
extended the technique to a more complex microprocessor chip

and proposed to control the substrate bias to adjust the delay
of a circuit to improve yield. In [8], the substrate bias can be
adjusted from -1.5V of reverse bias to 0.5V of forward bias to
counter process variation as well as supply-voltage variation
and operating-temperature variation. The results show that a
0.5V forward bias raises the maximum operating frequency of
the processor by 10%. A recent work by Tschanz et. al. [12]
described an adaptive biasing method which involved using an
on-chip measuring circuit to determine the required back bias.

The results in [12] suggest that, while the simplest imple-
mentation of ABB was effective in mitigating the effects of
die-to-die variation, its effect on within-die (WID) variation
was limited. For this to be truly effective,Vnb needs to
be adjusted separately for each section of the circuit which
dictates using a triple-well process. The effectiveness of the
method in [12] is further limited by the size of the sections
used. Increasing the effectiveness requires adding another
power grid section, along with a replica critical path, phase
detector, counter, and R-2R ladder D/A converter. This proves
to be enormously expensive in both die area and routing
resources. Localized areas of high variations within a section
were not addressed in [12].

We present an individual-well adaptive method of body bias
control that mitigates the effects of die-to-die and WID process
variations. We assume that an nwell process is the prevailing
process available. Therefore, well biasing in this paper implies
changing nwell bias voltage. However, the technique applies
equally to pwell processes. Like the concept of sections in
[12], we also assume that p-type transistors are grouped in
certain way to form sections. The bodies of all the p-type
transistors within a section are connected to a single nwell. We
will address the way to group the transistors in later sections.
However, unlike the concept of sections in [12], our section
size can be small to provide fine-granular adjustments to the
circuit without having any impact on area overhead. With only
minimal additional circuitry and routing, individual well biases
can be intelligently adjusted resulting in closely controlled
chip power and performance. Our experimental results show
that binning yields as low as 17% can be improved to
greater than 90% after using the proposed IWABB method,
far out-performing the method proposed in [12] under similar
experimental conditions. In the remaining part of this paper,
the general methodology of IWABB is presented in section
2, including a specific illustration of the method applied to
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an nwell process with pwell (substrate) biasing. Section 3
describes the experimental setup used to evaluate IWABB.
Experimental results are summarized in section 4. Possible
extensions to this work and conclusions are in the final two
sections.

II. T HE IWABB METHOD

In an nwell or triple-well CMOS process, nwells (pfet
bodies) are normally connected directly to the power supply
voltage,Vdd. Reducing the pfet body bias reduces theirVt,
making the pfets switch faster and increasing their leakage
current. Since pfets are inherently slower than nfets, their
switching speed is usually one of the limiting factors in
overall circuit performance. Increasing pfet speed can provide
a significant speed up of the entire circuit. However, instead of
using a separate power supply and power grid to controlVpb

as previously experimented [12], one can use the capacitive
coupling between drain and body of the pfets to provideVpb

for an entire nwell as illustrated in Fig. 1. By disconnecting
the nwell fromVdd and allowing it to be regulated through
the well-to-drain/source capacitance, the body voltage of all
the pfets in the nwell will be determined collectively by
their respective drain voltage. Assuming an nwell does not
contain completely non-inverting logic1, Vpb will always be
maintained at somewhat belowVdd.

Fig. 1. Charge sharing in drain-body and source-body capacitances deter-
minesVpb of the nwell.

The thought of letting the well voltages self-regulate by dis-
connecting them from any active bias voltage may sound scary
at first. To better understand the impact of such a configuration,
we need to understand the behavior of the floating bodies
during switching events in terms of the performance gain
achieved, added power consumption, and circuit reliability.
Fig. 2 shows the amount of bounce the body voltage has
in a simple inverter chain during a switching event. Fig. 3
shows the schematic of the inverter chain circuit. The bodies
of both pfets in the circuit are connected to the same nwell.
The distributed RC trees from the bodies to theVdd contact
in Fig. 3 model the parasitics within the well and between the
well and the substrate. Furthermore, the bias voltage of the
nwell, if left floating, is influenced by the relative size of the
pfets that are always switching in the opposite direction. By
varying the size of these two pfets, simulations of this circuit
can help us understand

1i.e. a significant number of pfets in each nwell are conducting at anytime.

1) the amount of body bounce and its relationship with
the relative sizes of transistors that switch in opposite
direction, and

2) the impact of body bounce on overall gate delay.
Using a0.1µm CMOS process and by propagating a switch-

ing event through the inverter chain while sweeping the width
of the pfets in the inverters independently, we can look at their
body bounce and the delay through the chain as a function of
the individual inverter widths. This is equivalent to sweeping
the number of transistors in the nwell that switch in each
direction. It needs to be noted that sweeping the width of each
of the inverters causes the well parasitics to be changed, and
such changes are incorporated in the netlist during simulation.
Fig. 4 shows the pfet body voltage bounce at the first inverter
for both floated and normally biased cases when the well
contact is at half of the maximum distance allowed by the
process. To allow fair comparison, the pfet bodies were biased
to the same voltage as the steady well biased voltage in the
floated case. It is clear from Fig. 4 that there is an increase
of about40mV in body bounce when the nwell is floated as
opposed to that of normally biased. This should not be of great
concern in terms of reliability and latchup. Fig. 5 shows the
percentage difference in delay between the floated and biased
nwell. The delay of the floated well is slightly less across
the sweep, though not significantly. On the left and bottom
edges, the delay is improved by about2.5% with the floating
well. Furthermore, VLSI designs in 90nm and beyond require
that the supply voltage to be close to 1V. With such a low
supply voltage combined with small increase (40mV ) in body
bounce, the chances for latchup is very low. From this we can
conclude that floating pfet bodies is not a concern to reliability
compared to that of the normally forward biased wells. The
floating well, however, doesn’t require an additional power
grid for the bias distribution. Any nwell can be controlled to
be floated or connected to an active bias voltage. Such control
requires only one scan-latch as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore,
to align the body bounce for floating wells better against that of
the normally biased wells, one can group the transistors/gates
into a single well in such a way that the ratio of the total
transistor sizes for switching in one direction versus the other
direction is balanced. In fact, Fig. 4 suggests that a ratio less
than 2:1 or 3:1 is sufficient.

Fig. 2. Body voltage,Vpb, bounce in inverter chain shown in Fig. 3
with nwell biased to0.8V , Wp1 = 16µm, Wp2 = 16µm and the nfets
appropriately sized to match.

Since floating wells can only increasePop (due to increased
leakage current), changing the biasing of connected wells is
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a test circuit to investigate body voltage bounce
including parasitic well resistance and capacitance.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of body voltage bounce inmV when nwell is floated
and biased to0.8V .

needed in order to reduce overall power dissipation. This can
be done in both a single- and triple-well process in three ways:
the voltage of connected pwells (substrate in an nwell process)
voltage can be lowered, the voltage of connected nwells can
be increased, or both.

During circuit testing, the operating frequency,fop, and
power, Pop, measurements used to bin the chip can first be
used to control well connections (i.e. floating or biasing). In
order to improve the binning yield, one needs to move the chip
into an acceptable region wherefop ≥ ft and Pop ≤ Pmax,
whereft and Pt are target frequency and power. Of course,
even for the relatively easy case of allowing floating nwells
and pwell biasing the search space is enormous. For a circuit
with n nwells, there are2n possible configurations of floating
nwells. Combining this with the range of allowable pwell
biases (based on a finite power supply resolution and range)
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Fig. 5. Percentage delay difference in inverter chain when floated and biased
to 0.8V .

makes an exhaustive search infeasible. However, determining
which wells to float can be intelligently done with a genetic
algorithm. Each well is assigned to a single bit in a binary
chromosome, and the genetic algorithm searches for good
combinations of floating and connected wells based on an
objective function usingfop, Pop, ft, andPt.

A. IWABB with nwell floating and substrate biasing
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Fig. 6. Flow chart of the intelligent adaptive body biasing algorithm, IWABB.

Fig. 6 gives a graphical representation of the IWABB
algorithm. Given a set of chips with process variations,
IWABB optimizes each chip based on it’s specific variations.
If the given chip hasn nwells, IWABB is run with ann-
bit chromosome where each bit represents a single nwell.
Initially, each chip is evaluated twice: once with all nwells
connected toVdd and once with all floated. If either of these
configurations is acceptable, it is saved and the next chip is
started. If an acceptable configuration is not found in the
initial tests, an evaluation is run to determine the effective-
ness of substrate biasing. Using these three evaluations, the
∆Pop/∆fop slope can be determined for both nwell floating
and substrate biasing. Using a simple linear estimation, the
approximate number of floating nwells and approximate pwell
bias can be determined. This step is not true to the nature of
genetic algorithms, but can significantly reduce the number of
evaluations needed. Based on the linear estimate of the number
of floating nwells and the amount of substrate bias, a random
population of chromosomes is generated and evaluated. A
basic Genitor[11] style genetic algorithm is run with this initial



population. Tournament selection is used to select two parent
chromosomes from the population. These two parents beget
one child chromosome via the reproduction function. The
child’s floating nwells are generated by favoring the more fit
parent in a HUX-style crossover[11]. The child substrate bias
is determined by the average of the parental substrate biasing.
The child is then mutated both randomly and based on the
average of the two parents. If the averagePop of the parents
is greater thanPt, a decrease in substrate bias is favored. If
the averagefop of the parents is less thanft, the number
of floating nwells is at least the average number of floating
parental nwells. If the averagefop of the parents is greater than
ft, the number of floating nwells is at most the average number
of floating parental nwells. This sort of directed mutation is
not true to the nature of genetic algorithms, but helps improve
the speed of convergence. The child is then evaluated. If it is
not acceptable, and the maximum number of generations has
not been reached, the population is updated by replacing the
least fit chromosome with the child. The next generation of
the genetic algorithm then starts. If the maximum number of
generations have been completed, all of the substrate biases are
updated based on a linear estimation. The genetic algorithm is
then restarted. At the end of the genetic algorithm iterations,
the best chromosome is recorded.

III. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP

A 32-bit static ripple adder was used as a test circuit. The
circuit contained 896 transistors (448 of each pfet and nfet).
Pop andfop measurements were made by modeling the circuit
in SPICE using a 0.10µm commercial nwell process with
Vdd = 1.1V . Pfets contained in the same adder bitslice were
grouped into a single nwell.

A. Modeling of manufacturing variability

In a real manufacturing process every dimension and param-
eter defined in the design process becomes a random variable.
To simplify, only the variability of transistor gate length was
modeled since it has the most pronounced effect on circuit
operating properties. Due to the short-channel effect, variations
on channel length will also cause the threshold voltage,Vt, to
fluctuate. The overall distribution of transistor lengths upon
variation should be ap-variate normal distributionNp(µ =
L,Σ) with a meanµ = L ∈ <p and a covarianceΣ >
0 ∈ <p×p, wherep is the number of transistors andL is the
transistor drawn length. Transistors in the same adder bit were
set to have very highly correlated variations, while variations
of widely separated transistors were not correlated. Succes-
sively neighboring adder bits had correlation coefficients of
0.85, 0.25, 0.10, 0.05 and 0.00. Transistors in bits further than
three bits apart have only random correlation in their variation.
These correlations were used to construct a896 × 896 four-
diagonal 28 × 28 block matrix representing the correlation
between every pair of transistors as illustrated in Fig. 7. This
correlation matrixρ has an equal structure to the covariance
matrix Σ since the variance of all the transistors were assumed
to be equal. By partitioning the normal along this structure and

ρ =

A B C D E 0 . . .

B A B C D E
. . .

C B A B C D
. . .

D C B A B C
. . .

E D C B A B
. . .

0 E D C B A
. . .

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

A =

1.0 0.85 . . .

0.85 1.0
. . .

...
. . .

. . .

{B, C, D, E, 0} =
{0.25, 0.10, 0.05, 0} . . .

...
. . .

Fig. 7. Correlation matrix used in Monte Carlo simulation.

applying a linear transformation to each part, this distribution
can be rewritten as:

L′ = Np(µ,Σ) = L + Np(~0, ρ)σ

whereρ > 0 ∈ <p×p is the correlation matrix ofNp(µ, Σ),
and σ is the standard deviation of all the transistors. The
probability density function of this new distribution can be
expressed as:

pdf (Np(0̃ , ρ)) = |2πpρ|−1/2 exp
{
−1

2
x>ρ−1 x

}

wherex ∈ <p [13]. The standard deviationσ used to generate
the new lengths was 3.33nm. This is consistent with the
10% variation at 3σ used in [14]. Fig. 8 shows the pre-
IWABB characteristics of one hundred chips generated by this
simulation.
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Fig. 8. Pre-IWABB power and frequency characteristics from SPICE of
100 chips generated by the Monte Carlo simulation shown with the target
power-frequency pairs(ft, Pt) used in IWABB testing.

B. Target dependence

IWABB’s effectiveness is dependent on the target power-
frequency pair. This dependence is due to the relation between



speed and power dissipation when varying well floating and
biasing. Because of this dependence, it becomes important to
investigate the effectiveness of IWABB with different target
points(ft, Pt). Each target pair equates to a initial yield from
the simulated manufacturing process. Comparing this initial
yield to the yield after IWABB can give the designer an insight
into how much improvement can be achieved. The red crosses
in Fig. 8 shows the points used to test the effectiveness of
IWABB relative to the initial power-frequency distribution of
the test circuits.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Initial experiments with IWABB using a simulated triple-
well process did not show a significant advantage over using
an nwell process. Due to space limitation, we will not give
details of the triple well experiments in this paper. This and
the high cost of implementing a triple-well process pushed our
focus on to the standard nwell process. Three methods were
tested:

Floating nwells with dual well biasing(NWF+DWB):
This method involved adjusting the configuration of floating
nwells and uniformly rebiasing the connected nwells and the
substrate in order to meetft andPt. This option provided the
most flexibility to IWABB, but was also the most expensive.
It would need two additional power supplies and one power
grid in addition toVdd and ground grids. It also represents
the largest search space for IWABB due to the two discrete
biases.

Floating nwells with nwell biasing(NWF+NWB):
This method involved adjusting the configuration of the float-
ing nwells and uniformly rebiasing the connected nwells. This
method reduced the search space significantly compared to
NWF+DWB and required one less power supply. It also re-
duced IWABB’s options in controlling the operating frequency
and power of the circuit since it only only addressed pfets.

Floating nwells with substrate biasing(NWF+PWB):
This is the simplest IWABB method, involving adjusting the
configuration of floating nwells and uniformly rebiasing the
substrate. It only required one additional power supply.

Dual well biasing(DWB):
Provided as a reference, this method is similar to that proposed
in [12]. It requires a supply network for nwell bias and a power
supply for the substrate bias.

Each method was tested with biasing resolutions of20mV
and 100mV . The yield improvement results are shown in
Fig. 9 and 10. NWF+DWB had the best increase in yield,
being able to improve a yield as low as17% to almost90%.
The larger search space of this method effected the results,
especially in the20mV bias resolution runs. At the lowest
initial yields, NWF+DWB consistently ran into the time limit
set on the algorithm. An example of the final power-frequency
distribution from this method is shown in Fig. 11.

NWF+PWB was very effective, and more efficient than
NWF+DWB due to the smaller search space. It’s improved
yields were comparable to NWF+DWB for all yields when
the biasing resolution was20mV . With 100mV resolution,
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Fig. 9. IWABB yield improvement using floating nwells with dual well
biasing, nwell biasing and pwell biasing and 100mV bias resolution.
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Fig. 10. IWABB yield improvement using floating nwells with dual well
biasing, nwell biasing and pwell biasing and 20mV bias resolution.

this method didn’t have enough control over the forward bias
on the nfets to increase their speed without violation the power
constraint.

NWF+NWB was not nearly as effective as NWF+DWB. It’s
improved yield was well below that for NWF+DWB for all
target pairs. This is mainly caused by the method only having
control over half of the circuits (pfets only). Slower circuits
weren’t able to be sped up beyond the speed of the nfets, and
high power circuits couldn’t be changed without a significant
frequency reduction.

The reference method of DWB was reasonably effective.
Its local gradient search is much more simple than any of
the IWABB genetic algorithm search methods. At high initial
yields, this algorithm’s improved yields were comparable to
IWABB, being able to improve a33% yield to over 70%.
However, at moderate and low yields, NWF+DWB and NWF-
+PWB far outperformed it’s17% to 56% improvement.

The different biasing methods produced require different
biasing resolutions to be effective. NWF+DWB was equally
effective regardless of the biasing resolution. Even though it
requires two power supplies, the supplies can be simple. NWF-
+PWB requires sufficient biasing resolution to closely control
the nfets. The100mV resolution handicapped this method.
In more difficult cases where the initial yield was lower than
10%, the smaller biasing resolution actually performed worse.
This difference can be accounted for again by the limited
search time and the larger search space.



Overall, the different methods all showed an increase in
yield for all initial yields and target power-frequency pairs.
NWF+DWB and NWF+PWB far outperformed DWB for all
initial yields. Since search time in a real implementation could
be increased dramatically,2 the size of the search space is
only of minor consideration. Considering all the costs and
the relative effectiveness of the different methods, NWF+PWB
with 20mV bias resolution was the best.
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Fig. 11. Post-IWABB chip properties compared to pre-IWABB properties
for nwell floating with 20mV resolution nwell and pwell (substrate) biasing.

V. FUTURE WORK AND EXTENSIONS

• Given such a powerful tool for optimizing well biasing,
there needs to be a way to group fets into wells during
the layout phase of a chip in order to maximize the
effectiveness of IWABB.

• In order to minimize the amount of body bounce in
floating wells, an intelligent transistor grouping algorithm
is needed that balances the transistor switching polarity
in a well and also takes layout constraints into account.

• Balancing switching polarity within a well is difficult. If
a large number of pfets in a floated well switch in the
same direction simultaneously, the droop in well voltage
can be significant. Theoretically, this bounce can act as
a pre-charge for the switching event. The effects of this
bounce needs to be further quantified.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The variations introduced during the chip manufacturing
process have an enormous impact on the characteristics of the
chips produced and, therefore, the yield of the production line.
We have introduced a low-cost adaptive body bias solution and
an algorithm to intelligently adjust body biasing of transistors
on a chip in order to mitigate the effects of die-to-die as well
as within-die process variations to meet frequency and power
targets. We have shown IWABB using nwell floating and
various biasing techniques to be very effective in improving
binning yields. Initial binning yields as low as17% can be
improved to greater than90%. Considering implementation
cost and effectiveness, nwell floating with20mV resolution
pwell biasing was the best. Although the test circuit is simple,
we expect the algorithm would perform similarly on larger

2Since power and frequency measurements would be nearly instantaneous,
as opposed to SPICE simulation time.

circuits since there is no circuit specific limitations in the
algorithm or unique characteristics in our test circuit.
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